WHO WE ARE

Letting Qualitative and
Quantitative analysis drive
the underwriting narrative.
With a service and client-first mindset, Satinwood supports
specialist coverholders in writing binding authority business.
We understand that underwriting is always evolving, so by
combining coverholder expertise, underwriter experience and
a first class claims service with bespoke analytics and an
innovative view of risk; we believe we can deliver smarter and
performance enhancing solutions alongside our partners.

What we offer.

By proactively engaging with our clients, our aim is to create
long term partnerships with a select number of managing
general agents (MGA’s) who are experts in their field. We
know this takes time and so want to build a collaborative
and meaningful relationship by regular face to face contact,
provide our clients with ongoing portfolio assessments as
well as expert insight and analytics.

Commercial
& Residential

With a focus on the all risks and single peril SME commercial, residential,

Flood &
Earthquake

We offer capacity for monoline earthquake and both primary and excess

Financial
Institutions

We have the ability to write lender placed, REO (real estate owned),

Deductible
Buyback

Deductible buyback coverage is offered across a range of occupancies

and dwelling market we write a balanced portfolio of risks across both
the US and Canada.

flood risk solutions for residential and commercial clients throughout
North America.

property investor and mortgage impairment portfolios.

and geographies on a single peril or all risks basis using a standardised
follow form.

Satinwood Underwriting Limited is part of the Beat Group, writing consortia operated on behalf of Beat Syndicate 4242, an established Lloyd’s
syndicate. Satinwood’s policyholders therefore gain the additional comfort from the Lloyd’s central fund (www.lloyds.com/investor-relations/lloyds-capitalstructure). Lloyd’s maintains an A or A+ rating among the top rating agencies.
Satinwood Underwriting Limited is registered in England and Wales under company registration number 12804259. Registered ofﬁce: 5th Floor, Camomile
Court, 23 Camomile Street, London EC3A 7LL, United Kingdom.
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